We present a complete system that automatically adjusts image color to meet a desired emotion. It will be more convenient for users, especially for non-professional users, to adjust an image with a semantic user input, for example, to make it lovelier. The whole algorithm is fully automatic, without any user interactions, and the inputs are simply the original image and an affective word (e.g. lovely). To achieve this goal, we solve several non-trivial problems. First, in order to find the proper color themes (template of colors) to reflect the expression of the affective word, we exploit the theoretical and empirical concepts in famous art theories and build a color theme-affective word relation model allowing efficient selection of candidate themes. Furthermore, we propose a novel strategy to select the most suitable color theme among the candidates. Second, to adjust image colors, we propose the Radial Basis Functions (RBF) based interpolation method, which is more effective in many scenarios as evidenced in experiments. We also evaluate the system with comprehensive user studies and its capability is confirmed by the results.
Introduction
Every artistic picture conveys its own emotion. In our daily life, increasingly more digital pictures with various artistic styles are available with the rapid development of digital capture devices, interactive creation softwares, and the Internet. Meanwhile, the booming needs for editing these pictures for various reasons emerge, among which simply changing the emotions is in great demand. Note that most users do not have any systematic training in art. For these users, editing with professional softwares such as Photoshop is either impossible or time consuming. In this paper, we present a comprehensive system that automatically adjusts an image to meet a desired emotion (affective image adjustment). That is, the user simply inputs an image and an affective word (e.g. lovely), and the system automatically adjusts the image to the target emotion (e.g. change the image from the sad emotion to loveliness).
Psychological studies had concerned more about the connections between image color themes defined as template of colors and emotions, and convinced the strong correlations between them [1, [11] [12] [13] . For example, romantic often corresponds to the template of pink, light blue, and white; while serious is often expressed by dark colors, e.g. dark blue or deep grey. As a result, to express a specific emotion, color themes tend to be adjusted. However, the existing commercial softwares such as Photoshop do not directly support this adjustment and need tedious operations. It is a tough job for an untrained user to edit with these softwares.
Recent methods such as color transfer [25, 32] , image colorization [5, 9, 16] and edit propagation [18, 33] can avoid previous painful operations. However, color transfer needs a similar image with the desired emotion, which is not easily obtained in most situations. Both colorization and edit propagation need user scribbles and specified colors to control the whole process. Accordingly, rich experience is often required to carefully select reference colors and their positions.
More recently, Wang et al. presented a segmentation based color enhancement method with a given target theme [30] . This method is able to adjust an image to a given color theme with optional user scribbles. However, choosing a color theme for a desired emotion is hard for non-professional users. Tens of color themes may match an affective word, and sometimes just one of them fits best for a given image. It is painful to select from dozens of candidate color themes even for skilled users. Besides, their method depends on texture modeling which is itself a tough problem [15, 28] , and is not suitable for images without obvious textures such as cartoon images or textures without a common color pattern such as clothes. It also means additional training for a new image category containing new types of textures. Furthermore, they rely on a highly nonlinear hard optimization to balance the original, the target, and transcendental colors, and this sometimes may result in a blurring effect for the tradeoff among these different colors. Beyond that, their method requires optimal soft segmentations, which is hard to be automatic for textureless images. Although a manual tuning is allowed, this sometimes requires trivial user interactions.
Thus, an ideal approach should automatically adjust the image with a verbal instruction, without any knowledge of art or trivial user interactions. Besides, it should also be common and suitable for Internet images, without the need of a database, which restricts it to a specific range of images. This is an original work which targets affective image adjustment for users without any experience, who only need to input an image and an affective word. Our method only needs a lightweight training database and does not require necessarily additional training for a new image category, thus it is widely applicable for adjusting general images.
Our major contribution is a complete system, which is able to adjust image appearance with just one affective word. This system includes several indivisible components, each of which has its own benefit, including:
1. Modeling the relationship between color themes and affective words: Starting from theoretical and empirical concepts in the art theories, we carefully design a color composition theory guided feature descriptor (CCfeatures), followed by a thoughtfully selected regression to map the feature vectors to the image-scale space which is commonly used to quantify emotions (see Sect. 2.3 for more details). Experiments show that our CC-features produce smaller errors on the test sets, compared with the traditional features [24] . This model also facilitates the use of rich Internet color themes and allow us to construct an expressive color theme database. Based on the database, we can select a set of closely related candidate themes for an affective word efficiently.
A new color theme extraction algorithm:
We give a new insight into the extraction and design an optimization balancing the area, contrast, and position rules. Experiments show that our method produces the results which are more consistent with visual perception. The extracted theme is then used to assist a selection process to find the most suitable theme from the candidates. 3. A new image adjustment algorithm with a given color theme: Based on the modeling and color theme selection in previous steps, we are convenient to use a relatively lightweight method for the final color adjustment. We use a direct approach to determine the relationships between individual pixels and the colors in a target theme. An RBF-based interpolation method is proposed to ensure the smoothness. Results show that this method can also reduce the original-target color blurring effect.
Related work

Color adjustment
Color harmonization Cohen-Or et al. [6] used classical art theories for image color adjustment and then enhanced the harmony among the colors of a given image for pleasant visual perception. This work only focuses on the color harmonization of an image and normally does not require user interactions. The main highlight of this work is to show the power of classical art theories which summarizes the sense of beauty in a compact and usually computable manner. After that, numerous other works [17, 27, 29] on various subjects arose based upon these art theories.
Color transfer and colorization Reinhard et al. [25] proposed a statistics based approach for color transfer between images. The method was extended to grayscale images in [32] . Alex Yong-Sang Chia et al. [5] proposed a colorization method based on the Internet images with a user given segmentation mask and text labels. Wang et al. [31] also developed an interesting method for color and tone adjustment from examples. Though their adjustment results may convey specific emotions, finding a reference image with both similar appearance and the desired emotion is often a tough job. Even with an Internet based approach [5] , it still needs the existence of similar objects with popular names. These seriously limit the methods available for the affective image adjustment.
Edit propagation In edit propagation, users draw a few strokes and these edits are automatically propagated to the rest of the image based on the similarity among pixels [9, 16, 19] . Li et al. [18] formulated the edit propagation as an interpolation problem and greatly improved the efficiency. In their works, users still need to manually select regions and target colors, not as simple and direct as in Wang's method [30] .
Color theme enhancement Wang et al. [30] presented an image color theme adjustment method with an image and an target color theme as the inputs. Compared to previous methods, this approach is able to work without a mandatory requirement of user interactions, although the user's tuning can improve the required image segmentation, and thus makes a considerable improvement of the final result. This method also pays much attention to transcendental texture color information and is expected to produce a more natural result if the same kind of texture is fortunately recorded and accurately located in the database.
Internet based image processing
Recently, Internet based image processing has attracted more attentions, as it has the big advantage of huge amount of media resources. Most of the studies focus on Internet based image composition [2, 10] , and some emphasize the construction of attribute databases [3] . In our work, we utilize the Internet resources to build the color theme database, which is expressive enough to meet various affective adjustment requirements.
Color and emotions
Describing emotions is a core task in affective computing. Generally, there are two means to describe emotions: the emotion class and the emotion dimension. The emotion class is a traditional method for emotion classification, for example, the well-known Ekman's six basic emotions (happy, sad, surprise, fear, anger and disgust) [7] . In a more recent work, Machajdik et al. used four positive emotions (amusement, awe, contentment, excitement) and four negative emotions (anger, disgust, fear, and sad) for image classification [21] . The dimensional approach gives specific formulae to quantify the emotions and is more widely used because of its accuracy. The most famous two-dimensional system widely used in art design is the image-scale space with two dimensions warm-cool and hard-soft [12, 13] . Among the studies of the image-scale space, Kobayashi's famous art work [13] maps 490 5-color themes as well as 180 words like sweet, romantic to the image-scale space. It is based on the long-term psychophysical investigations and commonly used in various applications about the emotions of images [26, 27] . Although the collection is not large, it is typical enough as training data and can achieve high degree of consensus on this highly subjective task. In this paper, we adopt this image-scale system to model the relationship between color themes and affective words.
Overview
The framework of our system is illustrated in Fig. 2 , consisting of an offline phase and a runtime phase. In the offline phase, we model the color theme-affective word relationship by exploiting theoretical and empirical concepts from the art theories [1, 11, 13, 22] . Both affective words and color themes are mapped to the image-scale space. The 180 affective words in Kobayashi's theory [13] have predetermined image-scale coordinates and are treated as landmark words to interpolate any input word. We use the 5-color theme because of its representation power and rich Internet resources. The art principles lead to a well-designed CC-features (a color composition theory guided feature descriptor), with which we train a model relating color themes to the image-scale space. Finally, we use Internet resources to enlarge the database to more than 400,000 color themes.
During the runtime phase, for an affective word, we adopt a standard semantic similarity computation to get the weight corresponding to each landmark word, and finally get the coordinate in the image-scale space. M nearest candidate color themes are selected. Then we propose a strategy to choose the most appropriate color theme balancing the appearance compatibility with the input image and suitability with the affective word. Finally, we adjust the image appearance according to the selected color theme using an RBF based interpolation approach.
Fig. 2
The overall pipeline of our framework. Our framework can be divided into the offline phase and the runtime phase. In the offline phase, we model the color theme-affective word relationship (b) from the training examples (a). The candidate theme database (d) is built based on this relationship model and on-line communities (c). In the runtime phase, the input (e) is an image and an affective word. Candidate themes (g) are selected with the affective word from the candidate theme database (d). Using a strategy to match the candidate themes with the color theme (f) extracted from the input image, we select the most suitable target theme (h) and adjust the image (i) accordingly
Modeling color theme-affective word relationship
CC-features
In the art theories, color pattern is commonly used to describe the relationship among colors in a theme and abstract the color composition. Our CC-features are composed of two parts: the color theme itself and the color pattern related features. Given a color theme, we first convert it to the HSV color space and compute the differences (mean, max, min) between adjacent colors across each single channel (refer to the color contrast rules in [1, 11, 22] ). These differences along with theme colors themselves form the first part (the color theme itself) of the CC-features.
According to the key points in [13] , color pattern plays more important role than color itself in human visual perception. For instance, no matter what a color theme actually is, one with a strong contrast tends to express the intense emotion; on the other hand, that with a weak contrast tends to express the mild emotion. From the complex artistic descriptions in [1, 11, 13, 22] , we summarize six types of color pattern (Table 1) , which are intuitive and most commonly used. We quantify the decision rules of color patterns to form the pattern related part: the number of hues (the MDF (main decision factor) of the hue color pattern), the number of tones (the MDF of the saturation color pattern), the maximum minus the minimum across each single channel in the HSV [27] , which is a widely used discrete color space. In PCCS, chromatic colors are discretized to 10 hues and 12 tones for each hue. The 12 tones can be divided into clear colors (V, B, P, Vp) and dull colors (S, L, Dl, Lgr, Gr, Dp, Dk, Dgr), respectively. All the above features form a 30-dim vector for later learning.
Model learning
We relate affective words and color themes by mapping both to the image-scale space. The mapping of affective words involves word similarity computation and interpolation among predetermined landmark words, which is calculated in the runtime phase (Sect. 5.1). We integrate our CC-features into a regression framework to predict the image-scale coordinates of color themes. The input data comprises color themes {T i } and the image-scale coordinates {(wc i , hs i )}, where T i ∈ R 15 represents 5-color theme; wc i and hs i ∈ [−1, +1] are the values for the warm-cool and hard-soft axes, respectively. Our goal is to predict the image-scale coordinate (wc new , hs new ) for a new theme T new . The dataset used to learn the model contains 490 5-color themes and all labeled with the coordinates in the image-scale space.
Then we learn a continuous mapping from the CCfeatures to the image-scale coordinate (wc, hs). We adopt the LASSO regression framework, as some recent studies [24] show that it generally gives better results in scoring the quality of 5-color themes compared with SVM regression (RBF kernel) and K-Nearest Neighbors. The learned weights for the mapping can be found in the supplemental materials. Section 6.2 gives experiment results on the CC-features and traditional features [24] using the same regression method.
Candidate theme database building
After learning the mapping to image-scale space, we build a candidate theme database and expect that there exist enough color themes near every affective word.
Since 5-color theme representation is compatible with the industrial practices [30] , we collect the 5-color themes from Adobe Kuler (44,986 themes, kuler.adobe.com) and COLOUR Lovers site (383,938 themes, www.colourlovers. com), which are famous on-line communities to create and share color designs. Using our learned model, we map all the themes to the image-scale space. Thus, our database contains a large amount of color themes to ensure enough candidates for an affective word.
Affective image color adjustment
Candidate color theme selection
Affective words to the image-scale space mapping For a specific input word, we compute its similarities with all the landmark words. The landmark words are described in [13] and have precise coordinates based on psychological experiments. Currently, we build the similarity model based on HowNet [8] , which is a bilingual general knowledge infrastructure describing relations between concepts and attributes. For a given word x, we compute its associativity with every landmark word (a real value in the range [0, 1]) and select k landmarks (k = 5 in our experiments) with the largest associativity weights. Suppose the k landmarks have coordinates I 1 , I 2 , . . . , I k in the image-scale space with associativity weights w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w k , then the weighted coordinate is simply given by
Candidate color theme selection M color themes (M = 100 in our experiments) nearest to the given word in the image-scale space are selected from the candidate theme database. We use the approximate nearest neighbors algorithm (ANN) for acceleration [23] .
Color theme extraction
We extract the color theme for the original image to evaluate its compatibility with the candidate themes (Sect. 5.3). Here, we propose a new insight into the color theme extraction. In this new approach, we take into account the rules obtained by empirical concepts from the art theories [1, 11, 22] and summarize them as follows. The basic one is the area rule: the colors with large areas determine the basic colors of an image. Although this rule is used in classical color theme extraction [26, 27] , we integrate it with another powerful rule-the contrast and position rule: human visual system is sensitive to colors which are contrasted with neighboring colors and often near the center. This rule is verified by the psychological studies [1] and used in the saliency detection methods [4, 20] . However, it greatly improves the color theme extraction results. Compared with previous works, the extracted theme better agrees with human visual perception (see Sect. 6.3 for the comparison results).
Before applying the above rules, we use a segmentation based color quantization to make the later optimization easier. We first segment the image into regions and then iteratively combine regions with distance of average colors (Euclidian distance in the LAB color space with each channel normalized to [0, 1]) smaller than a given threshold (we use 0.15 in our experiments). This simple approach can avoid small fragments with similar color appearance in the final segment results. Then every pixel is assigned to the average color of its region. A detailed illustration of the color quantization is shown in Fig. 3 . This quantizing scheme has a property that the same quantified colors often correspond to regions rather than individual pixels, which is more consistent with the human tonal perception system [1] . By quantizing the rules, we attempt to extract dominant colors by designing the following objective function:
where T = {t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n } is the extracted color theme, n = 5 for a 5-color theme. t i is a color selected from the quantified colors. A(t i ) is defined as the ratio of pixels with color t i , which quantizes the area rule (the area probability of t i ).
E(t i )
is a term quantizing the position and contrast rule. ω 1 , ω 2 are constants used to balance the importance of these two rules and set to 1 and 30 respectively in our experiments. ω 2 is much larger to make the two energy terms in similar order of magnitudes. The E term is defined as
E(t i ) = P (t i )S(t i )
where
A(cj )D(t i , c j )
where the P term measures centrality of a color and S is a contrast based saliency measure. m is the number of quantified colors, iterated with c j .
L(t i ) is the barycenter of pixels with color t i and L m is the image center. D(t i , c j ) is the Euclidian distance between two colors.
Arrangement of color themes
The order of colors in a theme is important for human visual perception and is also crucial to match two themes. We analyzed hundreds of color themes in [13] (totally 490, more detailed statistics can be found in the supplemental materials) and found that most of them followed the two interesting rules: (1) colors are arranged in the order of hue wheel; (2) colors change smoothly, that is, the sum of distances between adjacent colors is as small as possible. Based on these observations, we design an objective function to judge the comfortable feeling of an arrangement:
where T , T = {t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n }, n, D is the same as those in Eq. (1) 
and Eq. (4). Perm(T ) denotes the 120 permutations of the 5-color theme T . K(T ) is the number of colors which
do not meet the first arrangement rule. α 1 , α 2 are the weights balancing the importance of the two rules and typically set to 0.7 and 0.3, respectively. Note that our color theme-affective word model also relies on the order of colors. To make them obey the same arrangement, we use this rule to adjust the order for every color theme in our database.
Target theme selection
Since an emotion can be expressed by multiple color themes, we select the most suitable color theme by the following formula: arg min
The first term determines the coincidence between the color theme and the input word, and the second measures the compatibility of a candidate theme with the extracted theme. Note that the second term actually measures the difference of color changing between adjacent colors in a color theme. This clearly follows the intuition that we want to keep the color contrast, that is, for regions with strong color contrast, the adjusted image also keeps such differences.
Image color adjustment
Given the chosen target color theme and the input image, we formulate the color adjustment as an interpolation problem and tend to use a Radial Basis Function (RBF) approach to ensure the smoothness.
Our image color adjustment is typically guided by two principles. First, the original and target color theme are both ordered using our arrangement rule, as we expect a one-toone correspondence. Second, pixels with similar colors are more likely to receive similar amount of adjustment.
Intuitively, for the colors sufficiently close to one of the extracted theme colors, they should be assigned to the corresponding color in the target theme. Instead, we keep the colors which are far from the extracted theme colors similar to their originals.
Formulation We consider image color adjustment as an interpolation problem. For each pixel i, the adjusted color A i is given by
where C o i is the color of the ith pixel in the extracted theme of the input image. C t m is the mth color in the target theme, and n = 5 as before. α i m is the normalized interpolation weight, and 
where φ is the predefined radial basis and is set to Gaussian function as in [18] , i.e., φ(r) = exp(−r 2 ). f i is a 5-dimensional vector consisting of both the color (in LAB color space) and the location of the ith pixel. For k = 1..n, R k is a randomly selected subset of pixels corresponding to the kth color in the extracted color theme, and R 0 is a randomly selected subset of pixels not close to any color in the extracted theme (see Construction of h for details).
Intuitively, h k measures the similarities of a pixel to a color in the extracted theme or colors beyond the extracted theme.
Construction of h
We build the function h by solving the coefficients ω j s according to the extracted color theme. For each pixel in the image, if the distance to the nearest color (suppose the kth color) in the extracted theme is smaller than a given threshold (set to 0.4 in our paper), it is labeled l k , otherwise it is labeled l 0 (see Fig. 4 for an illustration). Let S k be the set of pixels labeled l k , and R k are subset of S k randomly selected (we select 20 pixels for each R k ). Then we solve ω j s as a nonnegative least-squares minimization problem [14] :
Generally, we use a simple rule to solve a tough problem in the image color adjustment. We need to consider what adjustment every pixel should receive for a given color theme. Based on the previous selection process, the chosen target theme practically shares similar color contrasts as the original image, and this further improves the appearance consistency. Our comprehensive experiments also convince the reliability of this approach. 
Experiments
Results and performance
We have implemented our system and successfully tested it on a variety of images. The results are demonstrated in Fig. 13 , and more results can be found in supplemental materials. On a PC with two quad-core 2.27 GHz CPUs and 4 GB RAM, our method takes less than 1 second for a 1024 × 768 image, allowing interactive feedbacks.
Evaluation on modeling color theme-affective word relationship
Visual features are important in the relationship model learning. We compare the accuracy between our CC-features and the traditional features. The traditional features are commonly constructed by utilizing a miscellaneous mass of simple color statistics. We use a state-of-art feature descriptor in [24] , which integrates comprehensive traditional features and has 334 dimensions. Table 2 shows the comparison results between our CCfeatures and the traditional features using a 0.6/0.4 train/test split on the database [13] . The results indicate that the model trained with our CC-features decreases the error in both MAE (mean average error) and MSE (mean squared error) measurements.
Evaluation on color theme extraction
We compare our color theme extraction algorithm with various previous works. Figure 5 shows the comparison results. [24] , (b) K-means clustering [30] , (c) segmentation based method [26] , (d) color histogram based method [27] , (e) our method without theme arrangement, (f) our method K-means clustering [30] tends to blur similar colors in different regions (Fig. 5(b) loses the blue color of the sky as it is similar to the large white areas). O'Donovan et al. [24] combine the modified K-means clustering and the compatibility model, and this method shares the same disadvantage as the K-means method ( Fig. 5(a) ). Segmentation based method [26] and color histogram based method [27] can partially avoid the problem of blurring colors, but they may lose small regions. When the small regions contain important colors with strong contrast with others, these methods may lose them in the final theme (Fig. 5(c) and Fig. 5(d) lose the dark brown color of a horse).
Our method is also segmentation based. It is often more appropriate as it considers both the area and color contrast factor (Fig. 5(e) ). Furthermore, our method gives more comfortable colors by taking into account the color arrangement rule (Fig. 5(f) ). Figure 6 shows more color theme extraction results.
Evaluation on target theme selection
To evaluate the benefits of our target theme selection, we compare the results with (Fig. 7(c) ) and without ( Fig. 7(b) ) our target theme selection algorithm. Both color themes can reflect an elegant feeling. However, the first 3 colors in the original theme describe a gradual changing blue in the image, while the greedily selected theme shows stronger contrast. In Fig. 7(b) , the adjusted image tries to show the gradual changing with the 3 distinct colors which have sharp contrast, and this leads to the loss of the purple color, which causes a less elegant feeling. Our selection algorithm chooses a more compatible theme, and this avoids the artifacts (Fig. 7(c) ).
Comparison with the 3-color themes
While 3-color themes are also used in practice, however, we focus on the use of 5-color themes in this paper. 5- color themes are generally more representative than 3-color themes, especially when the images contain abundant colors. Figure 8 shows a comparison example. The input in the first row contains fewer colors and the two results look the same. However, when the input image in the second row contains plenty of colors, the result with the 3-color theme seems duller than that with the 5-color theme.
Comparison with color theme enhancement
We compare our method with Wang's method [30] on a given image with a predefined target color theme. Figure 9(a) is a textureless input, and we ignore the transcendent texture color constraints. The user provides 5 scribbled seeds. The final result of [30] (Fig. 9(b) ) appears to be purple, which is the blurred color of pink (in the target) and blue (in the original image). The main reasons are the balance consideration of both the original colors and the target colors and the optimization deficiency for the highly nonlinear energy function. Similar issues are also addressed in [30] , as they mentioned "color scribbles are often necessary over textureless regions." However, this means elaborate color control and violates the simple and convenient goal. Our method with the same target theme is shown in the first row of Fig. 13 (the romantic label) . We show another case in Fig. 10 . Wang's method [30] may introduce a nonoptimal color correspondence and causes a further color blur (the large grey background areas are the mixed result of the last two colors in the predefined theme), which mainly because of incorrect texture information in these carton styles. However the theme color mapping induced by our arrangement can practically avoid these problems.
User study
We have carried out a comprehensive user study to evaluate the results. [30] . (a) Input image with scribbled seeds and the target color theme, (b) result and optimized color (bottom) for each seed (middle, indicated by seed colors) by color theme enhancement [30] We invited 15 participants (5 females and 10 males) with ages ranging from 22 to 35, each of which had normal vision. We randomly chose 20 test cases (in the supplemental materials), each of which contains the images adjusted by our method and by an artist using Photoshop, as well as the corresponding affective word. The artist was given 15 minutes to process an image. This is reason- Fig. 10 Comparison with color theme enhancement [30] . (a) Input image and extracted color theme, (b) result generated by color theme enhancement [30] and the predefined color theme, (c) result by our method Fig. 11 Comparison with the number of cases against the scores able as editing for a long time is tiresome and not practical. Participants were given a test case including an affective word and the images adjusted by our method and the artist one time in a random order. For each test case, participants were asked to rate the two images by two criteria similar to [30] : (1) how good an image corresponds with the given affective word; and (2) the perceptual image quality (naturalness). That is, the more natural an image looked and the more consistent it was with the affective word, the higher score he/she gave. In our tests, the score ranged from 0 to 100, and we collected them for adjusted images by our method and by the artist, respectively.
We analyzed the statistics on the collected data. Interestingly, we observed that results by our method were even better than those by the artist.
1. 69.7 % of the results take the adjusted images by our method as better consistent ones, while 30.3 % take the images by the artist. It indicates that in most cases of the highly subjective tests, our method can adjust the images to better meet the desired emotions. 2. For each case, we calculated the average score and added up cases with higher score than a given value. The result is shown in Fig. 11 , indicating a per-score improvement of our method. However, the reasons behind the amazing results are understandable. First, manual color adjustment is a boring task and the artist is unlikely to notice every detail of the image within a limited time. Second, we have a color theme database support which is able to efficiently relate a word to corresponding candidate color themes. And statistically, the database is more universal than a single artist's feelings.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented an automatic image color adjustment system for a desired emotion. With a single affective word input, the system does not need any user interactions, which is easily accessible for nonprofessionals. With our system, common users can now choose words to express their initial thoughts directly on various images and get adjusted ones.
In different stages of the system, including color themeaffective word relationship building, color theme extraction, and color theme guided image adjustment, we have made significant improvements over the stage-of-art methods.
Limitation In this paper, we have adopted a commonly used 5-color theme to describe the image color composition [13, 30] , which is often more expressive than 2/3-color themes. And a recent study [24] convinces that there is a preference to color themes with 2-3 hues, so a 5-color theme is enough. However, sometimes an image contains more than 5 hues, and thus the extracted theme cannot fully represent the image color composition, which makes the adjusted result unnatural and incompatible with the desired emotion. Figure 12 shows such a case, where the adjusted image with a deep feeling still contains the bright colors. Though such images are unusual and often not good from the artistic perspective, they are still demanded for various reasons. This may be solved using adaptive color theme extraction, and we leave it as a future work. 
